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As for the story mode, the game follows the story of the Naruto manga (which
can be read on its official website) pretty closely. The catch is that in the game,
the trio of ninja face off against one of Naruto's main nemeses, the ShadowClan
leader Kakashi. Enemies include the new villain, Mifune, Zabuza's old clan, Ibiki
and the Eight-Tailed fox that lived in the Land of Lightning, Kaguya. In NARUTO
SHIPPUDEN: Ultimate Ninja Storm 2, players are transported to the world of the
epic Naruto manga franchise where millions of fans have been waiting for this
game for years. To satisfy their desires, CyberConnect2 (pronounced: Cy-con
Two) creates a new title for the PS3 and Xbox 360 that is set in the very heart
of the story where players choose which path to take and unlock the further
stories of Naruto, Sasuke, and the rest. The game offers a variety of play
modes for first time players and those who love to challenge themselves.
NARUTO SHIPPUDEN: Ultimate Ninja STORM 2 is packed with new modes such
as Survival Mode, Mission Mode, Mission Challenge Mode, a new World Boss
Mode, and the renowned Naruto Shippuden: Ultimate Ninja Storm mode. The
new missions feature versatile roles that players can switch and improve at
anytime they like. In addition to the offline modes, the online PlayStation
Network mode has been re-written to make searching for a game a more
interactive experience. Players can now view the various relationships and vies
of the Naruto universe as well as chat with their friends, set up in-game parties,
or join other clans and enjoy a true Naruto experience together. The co-op
mode is so much fun that all of those who played NARUTO SHIPPUDEN:
Ultimate Ninja STORM 3 will surely want to take part in this action-packed mode
as well.
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There are no reasons to skip the original Ultimate Ninja Storm games, and
there is arguably no reason to do so here as well. CyberConnect2 have built on
the formula that made the series such a delight to play, and it's clear that the
Naruto Shippuden: Ultimate Ninja Storm series hasn't lost a single ounce of

excitement since those first two games were released. Now you can take it for
a spin, free of charge. Even if you're the only one in your household, you could

probably squeeze in a few matches. The games are available for free on the
PlayStation Network. You can either download them yourself, or stream them
through your PS3 console. This offer includes both the games' original release
and the recent Neo-Geo revival Ultra Street Fighter IV. As a bonus, you'll get a

few in-game costumes from the series. The casual fans will likely enjoy the
games, and the hardcore fighting fans will find new reasons to keep playing as
they try to unlock the extensive backstories of each of the 80 characters. Use
Jutsus, special moves and basic combat to beat friends and foes alike. View
larger. The tornado of fierce ninja action that is Naruto Shippuden returns to
the PlayStation3 and hits Xbox 360 for the first time! NARUTO SHIPPUDEN:
Ultimate Ninja Storm 2 brings the worldwide hit manga franchise to life in

completely new ways. With refined fighting mechanics, a rich story mode with
deep replay value, and the first online play ever in the Naruto franchise, the

game is nothing less than the most electrifying fighting-adventure game ever.
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